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~ ~ Abstract 
~ This paper applies the Contingent Valuation Method (CVM) to derive 

the mean willingness to pay (WTP) for the chart information in elec
tronic format by end users. A case study of the members of the Passenger Vessel 
Association (PVA) was conducted. The results show that on average a PVA Vessel 
member is willing to pay approximately US$ 700 per vessel just for the chart infor
mation in electronic format. The proposed valuation methodology can be modified 
to assess WTP for electronic charts of other key users such as recreational 
boaters and larger cargo shipping companies so the .overall benefits of electronic 

charts can be derived. 

Resume 
Get article applique fa methode d 'evafuation CVM (Contingent Valua
tion Method) afin de cafcufer fa vofonte de payer de /'utifisateur (WTP) 

moyenne pour fes informations cartographiques dans un format e/ectronique. Une 
etude de cas ete menee a bien parmi fes membres de /'Association des navires 
a passagers (PVA). Les resuftats ant montre qu 'en moyenne, un membre de fa PVA 
est pret a consacrer approximativement 700 $ par navire, uniquement pour dis
poser des informations cartographiques dans un format e/ectronique. La metho
dologie d 'evafuation proposee peut etre modifiee pour evafuer fa WTP pour /es 
cartes efectroniques d'autres utifisateurs c/es comme fes pfaisanciers, et fes 
compagnies maritimes plus importantes afin de pouvoir ca/cufer /es benefices g/o
baux des cartes e/ectroniques. 

Resumen 

Este articulo apfica ef Metoda Contingente de Vaforacion (CVM) para 
derivar fa vofuntad de pagar (WTP) promedio del usuario de fa infor

macion de cartas en formato efectronico. Se efectuo e/ estudio de un caso de fa 
Asociacion de Buques de Pasajeros (PVA) para demostrar fa metodologra. Se pidio 
a los miembros del buque de fa PVA. Los resultados muestran que, en promedio 
un buque miembro de fa PVA esta dispuesto a pagar aproximadamente $700 par 
buque solo par fa informacion de fa carta en formato e/ectronico. La metodo/ogra 
de vaforacion propuesta puede modificarse para evafuar ef WTP par las cartas 
e/ectronicas de otros utifizadores clave como los navegantes de embarcaciones 
de recreo y las companTas navieras mayores, de manera que los beneficios gene
rales de las cartas electronicas pueden derivarse. 

~.:. Article 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 
A complete and accurate hydrographic survey is 
fundamental to the production of good nautical 
charts. Inexpensive computers and the availability 
of low-cost electronic positioning devices have 
prompted the development of electronic charts as 
an alternative to paper charts . Since the 1980's, 
the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis
tration (NOAA) has been involved in developing 
standards and technologies to store and display 
electronic chart information. Integrated electronic 
navigation systems that incorporate information 
from various navigational tools have also been 
developed . It is expected that the integrated sys
tems can improve safety and efficiency of naviga

tion . 

Traditionally the need for hydrographic surveys is 
underpinned by the military rationale and by eco
nomic incentives. Currently there are very few stud
ies on economic valuation of hydrographic chart
ing. Kite-Powell and Jin (Kite-Powell and Jin , 1996) 
estimate the safety benefits of using electronic 
charts and integrated navigation system to be 
approximately 2 .1 billion dollars (1995 dollars) in 
15 years from 1996 to 2010. Their benefit is 
based on the estimated reduced casualties in com
mercial shipping. Subtracting the estimated costs 
of installing the electronic chart system on all ves
sels , the net benefit is about 1 .34 billion dollars. 
In a simulation study, Jin et al. (Jin et al., 1995) 
show that electronic charts can be a more cost
effective means than double hulls for preventing oil 
pollution from marine transportation. Leenhouts et 
al. (Leenhouts et al., 1998) emphasise the pro
ductivity gains from using the Electronic Chart Dis
play and Information System (ECDIS) in the Cana
dian Coast Guard and estimate the benefit-cost 
ratio to be 18 to 1 . An Australian study (Coochey, 
1992) focuses on the economic evaluation of 
hydrographic charting. Coochey provides guidelines 
for valuing hydrographic charting and points out rel
evant economic research (such as value of human 
life). However, no direct economic valuation of var
ious uses of hydrographic surveys is conducted. 

These studies show that providing chart informa
tion in electronic format can be profoundly benefi
cial. However, with the exception of the Canadian 
Coast Guard study, the few existing studies focus 
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on the aggregate cost savings and avoided losses 
of using electronic charts to indirectly recover ben
efit measures . The perceived benefits of using 
electronic charts by consumers have not been 
examined. The difficulty arises from the public 
good nature of hydrographic charting. In general , 
products or technologies developed by the US gov
ernment, including the hydrographic survey data, 
are not copyrighted and can be freely reproduced 
by the publ ic. Commercial re-production of hydro
graphic survey information, such as nautical 
charts, is priced and sold without taking into 
account the costs of the source information and 
does not reflect the full value of the information. 
Unlike a private good where its market price 
reflects a consumer's WTP for the good, the per
ceived benefit (WTP) of a public good such as 
hydrographic surveys is not revealed in the market 
place . 

1.2 Research Objectives 
In this study, elicitation techniques are applied to 
the valuation of electronic charts by asking poten
tial users to design and value their own 'smart 
chart' system that best f its their navigational 
needs. The economic values of electronic charts 
derived from this proposed method are based on 
chart related products that are customised accord
ing to individual needs and take into account the 
complementary effects of the electronic charts 
and other existing navigational tools . The proposed 
valuation method differs from the standard cost 
saving approach for projecting economic impact of 
a new publicly developed technology. It elicits ben
efit measures directly from the potential users. The 
specific aims of this study are to (1) develop a sur
vey questionnaire to collect information regarding 
chart uses by chart users and their perceived eco
nomic benefits of using navigational chart informa
tion in electronic format and (2) conduct a case 
study of users of the navigational charts, and 
based on the collected information derive esti
mated benefits of using electronic chart informa
tion. 

The rest of the article is organised as follows . Sec
tion 2 reviews the common methods for valuing 
public goods, in particular the CVM . Specific 
issues to apply CVM to the economic valuation of 
electronic chart information are discussed. Section 
3 describes the case study and documents the 
development, design and pre-test of the survey 



instrument. Section 4 presents the implementation 
of the survey; summarises the characteristics of 
the survey respondents; and presents the data 
analysis and results . Section 5 summarises the 
findings of this study and provides some recom
mendations for further research. Section 6 gives 
the references. Two appendices provid ing the key 
valuation questions in the survey questionnaire 
and regression analysis of the collected data , 
respectively, are given at last. 
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the good being valued, market definition (of the 
individuals who will be influenced by the proposed 
good), and survey design and implementation . Nev
ertheless, carefully designed CV surveys can be 
very useful in cost-benefit analyses for policy 
forums. 

2.2 Issues in Valuing Hydrographic Survey 
Information 
Given the established basic methodologies for non
market valuation, three issues of valuation of hydro-
graphic survey data remain to be addressed. First, 

2. Valuation of Hydrographic Charting the hydrographic survey data can be used in support 

2.1 Non-market Valuation 
Non-market va luation is used to value non-market 
goods that are not traded in private markets. Pub
licly provided goods such as national security, 
defense, and state parks are examples of non-mar
ket goods . Unlike private goods, the price of a non
market (publ ic) good is not determined by buyers 
and sellers in the market. Various non-market valu
ation methods have been developed to derive eco
nomic values of non-market goods. The method 
that is commonly used for deriving the WTP for a 
non-market good and pertinent for recovering val
ues of hydrographic chart ing is the CVM . The CVM 
is a survey method where survey respondents are 
asked directly about their WTPs for increments or 
to avoid decrements of a public good . Due to its 
increasing popularity, NOAA established a panel of 
social scientists, chaired by two Nobel laureates, 
to evaluate the va lidity of CVM. The report was pub
lished in 1993.1 The panel provided guidelines for 
CV surveys . Since then, substantial research effort 
has been devoted to improving CVM (Carson et al., 
2001). There is a good variety of CVM such as the 
standard yes-no response to the question of 
whether to pay a proposed dollar amount for some 
quality improvement and the conjoint analysis that 
an individual is asked to eva luate alternative goods 
with multiple features and costs . In general CVM 
still serves as the only method to recover both 
direct use and indirect or future use va lues of non
market goods. Even though CVM has become 
widely used for non-market valuation, the debate 
over its ab il ity to deliver reliable benefit measures 
continues. The reli ability of the benefit estimates 
from a CV survey can be affected by the nature of 

of various activities that include nautical charting, 
dredging for port and harbour maintenance, coastal 
zone management, and offshore resource develop
ment such as fish population management and oil 
exploration/extraction. The overall economic bene
fits of hydrographic surveys are difficult to arrive at 
without examining the contributions of hydrographic 
survey data to each of these applications and there 
is no simple way to account for the economic values 

· of all these applications. This study will focus on the 
primary use of hydrographic survey data, i.e. nauti
cal charts for navigation. There are various nautical 
chart users ranging from recreation boaters to large 
cargo shipping companies. As a starting point, a 
survey of the Vessel members of Passenger Vessel 
Association (PVA) was conducted. The PVA members 
were chosen for the case study because of the avail
ability of the contact information. More importantly, 
they represent the middle ground in the wide range 
of nautical chart users in terms of the size of oper
ation. 

Second , in addition to nautical charts, mariners 
use a wide spectrum of tools to aid navigation such 
as radar, compass, marine VHF radio , Global Posi
tioning System (GPS), and echosounder. Naviga
tional safety relies on the combination of naviga
tional tools so that the economic benefits of 
improving nautical charts (on accuracy and ease to 
use) can be enhanced (or exaggerated depending 
on the situations) by the presence of other naviga
tional aids. Fu rthermore, according to their 
needs/preferences, mariners use different combi
nations of navigational tools so the benefits of 
improving nautical charts can differ among individ
ual users. It is important to identify the heteroge-

' See a review of NOAA Panel : Carson, R.T., W.M. Hanemann, R.). Kopp, ).A. Krosni ck, R.C. Mitchell, S. Presse 1~ P.A. Ruud, and V.K. 
Smith, 1996, 'Was the NOAA Panel Correct abou t contingent Valuation?' Resources for the Future, Discussion Paper 96-20 
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neous uses of navigational devices so values of 
nautical charts can be derived in t he presence of 

different navigational devices. 

Third, the common confusion of non-market va lua
tion is the total versus marginal values. For exam
ple, we may derive individuals' WTP for unit reduc
tions of total suspended particulates in micrograms 
per cubic meter. This is the marginal value of air 
quality, not the total. For policy purposes and bene
fit-cost analysis, it is the marginal value (from the 
current state to a new improved state) that is often 
of interest. Similarly, to value nautical charts , a clear 
definition of improvement is needed. From the 
users' point of view, the improvement of nautical 
charts is not only the update of the chart informa
tion but also its accuracy and ease to use in com
pany with other navigational devices. Integrated 
electronic navigation systems have been developed 
that can combine information from various naviga
tional tools on the same computer screen. The val
ues of electronic delivery of the chart information 
and the capabi lity of incorporating other too ls for 
navigation shou ld be examined . 

A CV survey was designed and administered for the 

and 164 associate members. The Vessel members 
typically operate small to mid-size passenger ves
sels for cruises , ferries, fishing, etc. The associate 
members are typically legal offices, equ ipment sup
pliers, and port authorities . 

3.2 Development of Survey Questionnaire and 
Pretest 
Individual values of improving nautical charts can 
differ accord ing to need . In addition to the key va l
uation questions for nautical charts, it is important 
in the survey to learn individual business opera
tions and their current use of nautica l charts . 
Hence , t he survey was designed to acquire infor
mation in three areas: current use and satisfaction 
of nautical charts, business operations, and indi
vidual characterist ics. 

A pre-test of the survey instrument was conducted 
at the PVA annual Original Colonies meeting on 19 
October 2001 in Portland, Maine. Several PVA mem
bers were randomly se lected at the meeting to fill 
out the survey questionnaire and give comments. 
The pre-test results were used to revise the survey 
questions and to eliminate ambiguous wording. 

members of the PVA. A 'smart chart' system that 3.3 Outreach and Information Sharing - Article 
cou ld provide nautical chart information electron i- on Electronic Charts 
cally and be capable of integrating information from The pre-test of the survey questionnaire at the 
other navigational tools was evaluated . The design an nual regional PVA meeting revealed t hat it would 
of the survey is discussed in the next section . be beneficial to t he PVA members to provide them 

3 . Survey Design 

3.1 Profile of Passenger Vessel Association 
The target survey population for the case study is 
the Vessel members of PVA, a not-for-profit organi
sation serving the passenger vesse l industry for 
more than 30 years. The Association provides the 
members representation before Congress, Coast 
Guard , and other federal regulatory agencies. It also 
runs safety and risk management programmes and 
provides legal counsel. The Association hosts 
annual meetings to assist networking and provide 
latest operation information and so lutions to com
mon problems . The officia l magazine , Fog Horn, is 
published monthly. It provides information on cur
rent legislative and public policy developments, new 
products and services, and discussion on issues in 
the marine, tourism, and related industries. As of 
2002, the Association has 329 Vesse l members 
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with bas ic information on electronic charting prior 
to the survey. To ensure that survey respondents 
had basic knowledge of electron ic charts and for 
outreach purposes, an artic le titled The Era of Elec

tronic Navigation was written and published in Fog 
Horn , the offic ial magazine of PVA, in April 2002 . 
The article covers a brief history of US hydro
graphic surveys, survey technologies , and elec
tronic charts. The article was we ll received . 
Among those survey respondents who knew the dif
ference between Raster Nautical Chart (RN C) and 
Electronic Navigational Chart (ENC), about forty
five percent of them indicated in the survey that 
they acquired the knowledge from the article. 

4. Survey Implementation and Analysis 

4.1 Survey Implementation and Responses 
The PVA members were contacted through either 
electron ic mail (email ) or regular mail in late April 
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-
(% of Survey Respondents) 

All Web Survey Mail Survey 
Use Charts to Plan Routes 61% 68% 55% --

General ly Satisfied with Charts 1-87% 90% 84% 
Update Charts Periodi cally 72% 68% 76% 
Prefe r Paper Charts 68% 61% 74% 
Use NOAA Print-On-Demand Paper Charts 3% 0% 6% 
Subscribe to Electron ic Chart Update Service 6% 6% 6% 
Believe Charts Accurate 82% 74% 90% 
Know the Difference between RNC and ENC 40% 48% 31% 
Believe Safer Navigati on if Surveys Conducted Period ica lly 57% 68% 47% 
Expand if New Chart Information Ava ilab le 25% 26% 24% 
Interested in Training Courses in Using ENC 53% 52% 55% 

Table 1: Current Use of Paper and Electronic Nautical Charts 

2002, following the publication of the April issue of 
Fog Horn that contained the aforementioned article 
on electron ic charts. 2 Of the 329 PVA Vessel mem
bers contacted, 68 of them responded to the sur
vey (36 from the web survey and 32 from mai l). 

with an overa ll response rate of 20. 7%. Over half of 
the respondents are the owners of businesses and 
close to 80% of them are licensed vessel opera
tors . On average, the respondents have close to 
20 years of experience in passenger vessel opera-

va lues of the variab le. On average, the companies 
of survey respondents have been in operation for 
over 30 years. Over a half of the respondents' 
operations involve cru ises and tours. On average 
each company has 4 vesse ls and serves 3 to 4 
routes . The capacity of passenger vesse ls varies 
substantially among the PVA members. The median 
capacity is 150. The average fare per passenger 
per hour is somewhere between $11 and $14. 

t ions and over 80% of them have personally used 4.2 Values of Electronic Chart Information 
nautical charts in the past 5 years. 

A series of questions in the survey queried the cu r
rent use of paper and electronic nautical charts by 
each respondent's company. The usefulness of 
nautical charts to survey respondents is sum
marised in Table 1. 

Notice that over a half of the survey respondents 
are interested in training courses in using the elec
tronic navigational chart technologies . The survey 
respondents represent a wide range of passenger 
vesse l operations . In general nautical charts are 
important for planning their routes. It is foresee
ab le that the wi llingness to pay fo r chart informa
tion can be affected by their business operations . 
Table 2 summarizes the respondents' businesses. 
The mean is the average of the observed va lues 
( x = _L,x,). The standard deviation is computed 
based on the formula ) _L,cx,- X )' l(n -1 ) , and meas
ures the spread of the values of variab le X among 
survey respondents . Approximately the range cre
ated by mean±2*std covers 95% of the observed 

In the survey, respondents were presented with 
brief descriptions of t he electronic navigational 
chart technology that enables the integration of 
information from various navigational tools to 
develop a 'smart chart' system. The capability of 
the 'smart chart' can depend on the needs for dif
ferent business operations . Information from a list 
of navigational tools / devices that cou ld be poten
tially incorporated into the 'smart chart' system 
was presented in the survey. The exact format of 
questioning can be seen in Appendix A. 

The survey respondents were asked to se lect from 
the list of potential features to design their own 
'smart chart' system based on their needs. It was 
emphasised in the survey t hat t he costs of the 
designed system would increase with features so 
they should on ly include featu res that were needed 
for their operations. The self-designed system by 
survey respondents is summarised in Table 3. 

The majority of the respondents wanted to incorpo
rate information from the chart, GPS/ DGPS, and 

' There were five non -US PVA members and onl y one of them was a Vesse l membe r. The anal ysis in th is stud y does no t include non
US members 
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All Web Survey Mail Survey 
Standard Standard 

1 

Standard 
Mean Deviation Mean Deviation Mean Deviation 

Firm Age 30 .41 32.23 30.07 27 .99 130. 79 36 .76 
#Vessels 4 .00 4 .19 4 .03 4.03 3 .96 4.43 
#Routes Serviced 3 .50 3 .51 3 .15 2 .94 3.85 4 .02 
#Masters 11.35 12.46 12.38 12.82 10.29 12.21 

#Mates 6.46 13. 11 5.90 9 .72 7.11 16.49 
Hours Per Trip 12.19 35 .30 9.50 30 .71 14 .98 39 .89 
#Passengers 399 .28 622.59 426. 10 675 .54 371.50 573. 70 
Passenger Fee Per Hour ($) 12.76 11.08 14.25 11.11 11.28 11.06 
Years Being PVA Member 9 .36 7.00 9 .45 5 .64 9 .26 8.37 
Pri mary Operation - Cruise/ Tours 55% 58% 52% 
Primary Ope ration - Ferry 27% 32% 21% 
Primary Ope ration -Fishing 2% 3% 0% 

Table 2: Business Operations of Survey Respondents - Summary 

radar in their self-designed 'smart chart ' system. 
An automatic update of chart information was also 
preferred . A va luation question followed to elicit 
the WTP fo r the self-des igned 'smart chart' sys
tem . The WTP question was phrased as fo llows.3 

tion). There is also a significant difference in WTP 
between the web and mai l su rvey respondents that 
t he mail survey respondents are willing to pay 
more for the integrated system. 

The reported WTP estimates are the wil lingness to 
"How much would you be willing to pay PER VESSEL pay for the 'smart chart ' system of all desired tea-
for this 'smart chart' system that you design above tures . The economic value of electron ic chart infer-
for your vessels? (A one-time payment excluding mation itself is embedded in these WTP estimates. 
the cost of a computer to run the system.)" Individual WTPs for the system may differ accord

Ranges of dollars were presented and each survey 
respondent was asked to select one. On average, 
a survey respondent (a PVA Vessel member) is will
ing to pay approximately $1000 per vesse l for the 
self-design system from the web survey and $1600 
from the mail survey (excluding the costs of hard
ware such as computers). The range of WTP 
responses is relatively wide (large standard devia-

(Item Picked by % of Survey Respondents) 
Smart Chart Features 
Chart Information 
GPS/ DGPS Informat ion 
Radar Informat ion 
Echosounder Information 
Near-by Vesse l Identification 
Real-ti me Tide/ Water Depth 
Automatic Alert of Navigation Situations 
Display of Docks/ Piers 
Automatic Update of Chart Info . ~ 

1 Other 

Table 3: Self-Designed 'Smart Chart ' Features - Summary 

ing to the needed features . Further, it is seen that 
survey respondents from the two survey formats 
seem to disagree in various aspects . To disentan
gle the factors t hat contribute to the total reported 
WTP, li near regress ion ana lys is of WTP that 
explores the relationship between WTP and each 
potential impact factor, wh ile holding other impact 
factors unchanged, is conducted. A linear approxi
mation of the relationship is presented as follows. 

All Web Survey Mail Survey 
81% 90% 72% 
75% 74% 76% 
63% 55% 72% 
48% 58% 38% 
43% 29% 59% 
50% 52% 48% 
44% 48% 39% 
35% 23% 48% 
68% 77% 59% 
8% 10% 7% 

' The ful l survey qu estionna ire is avai lable upon requ est from the author 
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WTP = et.1 + ~X + '(W, + 8'0, + e,, (1) survey design, the usual rule of statistical signifi
cance for including or excluding a variable in an 

empirical regression model is applied to determine 
the final specification(s) of the equation. 

where X, is a vector of features to be incorporated 
in the 'smart chart' system by individual i; w, is a 
vector of characteristics of the individual i's busi

ness operations and navigational practice; 0, is a 

vector of characteristics of individual i; o., ~. y, and 8 
are unknown parameters to be estimated using the 

survey data; E, is the part of variation in WTP for 

individual i that cannot be explained by X, W, and 0 

and it is assumed random. In this model, WTP is 

called the dependent variable where its value 
depends on the values of X, W. and 0. The vectors 

of X, W, and 0 are called the explanatory or inde

pendent variables. From the above summaries of 
survey responses in Tables 1, 2, and 3, it is rea

sonable to suspect that the WTP measure can be 

affected by these variables. Each of the parameters, 

~. y, and 8 represents the effect of one unit change 
in respective X, W, and 0 on the value of WTP. For 

example, let X, be the incorporation of chart infor

mation into the 'smart chart' system and ~~ be the 
parameter associated with X, in Equation (1). Then 

~~ is the (marginal) WTP for X, (chart information in 

electronic format), holding other 'smart chart' fea

tures and individual characteristics fixed. 

The parameters in Equation (1) can be estimated 
based on the reported WTPs in the two surveys. 

Linear regression analysis is a common tool to 

estimate the relationship between the variable of 

interest and the factors that affect the variable. In 

graphical sense, linear regression analysis is, 
based on the data, to find a line (if there is only 

one explanatory variable) or a hyperplane (if there 

are multiple explanatory variables) that best repre

sents the points of a scatter plot; that is to find a 
set of parameter estimates so all the points are 

not too far from the estimated line (or hyperplane). 

Equation (1) suggests the candidates of explana

tory variables but it does not dictate the actual 
specification of the model. There are different vari

ables that can be included in the vectors X, W, and 

Since model specification can affect the estima

tion results, it is customary to present multiple 

estimated models to ensure the robustness of 
results. Five empirical models based on Equation 

(1) are presented. The definition of variables used 
in the regression analysis and the complete esti
mation results of the five models are reported 
respectively in Tables 81 and 82 in Appendix B. 
The purpose of this exercise is to derive the bene

fit measure of chart information while taking into 
account the presence of other navigational tools 

and individual characteristics. The specification of 

the five estimated models and the corresponding 

WTP estimates for chart information in electronic 

format are summarised in Table 4. 

The first two estimated models include the complete 

set of feature dummy variables to indicate the choice 
of each of the features for the ·smart chart' system.• 

Variables of company and individual characteristics 

such as number of vessels (#Vessels), ownership of 
the company, and preferences for more frequent 

update of hydrographic surveys are also included in 

the regression models. The underlined variables in 

each of the estimated models in Table 6 indicate sta

tistical significance at the 0.11evel or higher; i.e., sig

nificant impact of these variables on WTP is detected 

in the regression analysis.5 As seen, a few of the 

smart chart features significantly contribute to the 

VVTP measure: chart information, echosounder infor

mation, and automatic chart update feature. Most of 

the selected company/individual characteristic vari
ables show (statistically) significant impact on WTP. It 

is found that a survey respondent is willing to pay less 

for the self-Designed 'smart chart' system if he/she 

is the owner of the company, so is a respondent with 

preferences for paper charts. Interestingly, the num
ber of vessels operated by the company has no sig

nificant impact on the per-vessel VVTP measure. 

0. In addition to the key variables proposed by the The last three estimated models drop most of the 

' A dummy variable t~kcs on two values, IJ and 1. rt is used to describe a qualitative character. For example, define 'Charti' equals 1 
for the survey respondent i if he/she wants to have this feature incorporated into the 'smart chart' system, and 'Charti' equals 0 
otherwise. Similarly, 'CPS' equals 1 if the respondent wants to have the Gl'S infom1ation displayed on the 'smart chart' and 0 oth
erwise. The pHrsmeter estimate associated with a dummy variable is the estimated dollar amount that on average a survey respon
dent is willing to pay for this feature, holding other things constant 

; A dummy variable takes on l:vvo values, 0 and 1. It is used to describe a quahtativc character. Fur example, define 'Charti' equals 1 
More detailed discussion of statistical significance of parameter estimates is given in Appendix B 
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M del Model Specification 0 Estimated 
WTP Per 
Vessel 

1 WTP=f(Char!., GPS, Radar, Echosounder, Vessel ID , Alert , Tide Depth , Docking $702 

I 
Aid , Auto Chart Update, #Vessels, Owner, More Update, Li ke Paper Char!., Web 

J SurYill!, Use Radar, Use Radio) 
2 WTP=f(Charl, GPS, Radar, Echosounder, Vesse l ID , Alert , Tide Depth , Docking $ 786 

Aid , Auto Chart Update, #Vessels, Owner, More Update , Li ke Paper Chart , Web 
SurYill!, Use Radar, Use Rad io, Depth Info Useful) 

3 WTP=f(Charl, Echosounder, Alert , Auto Chart Update , #Vesse ls, Owner, More $589 
Update, Like Paper Char!., Web SurYill!) 

4 WTP=f(Char!., Echosounder, Alert, Auto Chart Update, #Vesse ls, Owner, More $668 
Update, Li ke Paper Char!., Web SurYill! , Use Radar, Use Radio) 

5 WTP=f(Char!., Echosounder, Al ert , Auto Chart Update, #Vesse ls, Owner, More $751 
Update, Like Paper Char!., Web SurYill!, Use Radar, Use Radio, Depth Info Useful ) 

Table 4: Estimated WTP for Chart Information 

system features that do not seem to impact the 
WTP to derive more parsimonious models . Holding 
other things constant and exc luding the costs of 
hardware (computers), the estimated WTP for just 
chart information (in electron ic format) per vessel 
ranges from $589 to $786 among the five models 
(with an average of $700).6 Given that on average 
a PVA Vessel member operates with 4 vesse ls. The 
average WTP for chart information per PVA Vessel 
member is the estimated WTP multiplied by 4 , 
which is around $2800.' 

5 . Summary of Findings and Discussion 

In this paper, a technique to derive a consumer 's 
perceived economic va lue of an electron ic chart 
system is proposed . A variation of the contingent 
valuation survey is designed to elicit the perceived 
benefit of using nautical chart information in elec
tronic format. The design of the valuation ques
tions in the survey enables the customization of 
the electronic chart system according to the needs 
of particular bus iness operations . A case study of 
the Vessel members of the Passenger Vessel Asso
ciation is conducted. Through direct el icitation , 
individual wil lingness to pay for a se lf-designed 
integrated electron ic chart system (the 'smart 
chart ' system) is derived. 

It is found in the survey that there is general inter
est in learning about and using electronic naviga-

" Many other model specifica tions were tried w ith sim ilar results 

tional charts, and the integrated system to incor
porate information from other navigational tools . 
The most desirable features for the integrated elec
tronic navigation system include chart display, 
incorporation of GPS/ DGPS and radar information , 
and automatic chart updates . Most of the respon
dents are willing to pay a positive dollar amount for 
the 'smart chart' of their design. On average , the 
respondents are willing to pay between $1000 and 
$1600 per vesse l for the whole 'smart chart ' sys
tem (excluding the costs of computers), but the 
WTP appears to vary in a wide range due to the 
variation in the self-designed 'smart chart' and 
individual characteristics . The results of linear 
regression analysis show that holding other things 
constant, the estimated willingness to pay for elec
tronic char t information alone is approximately 
$700 per vesse l. Given that on average a PVA Ves
sel member operates 4 vessels, a PVA member's 
WTP for chart information is around $2800. 

The summary of self-selected features for the 
'smart chart' system and the regression analysis of 
WTP reveal that the features are not equally desir
able. The current cost of acqu iring an electron ic 
chart system also varies largely with the desired 
capability. For marketing purposes, it will be inter
esting to compare the perceived benefits of various 
system features with their cost. The cost of elec
tronic chart systems can vary dramatically from hun
dreds of dol lars to tens of thousand dollars depend
ing on the capabilities . From the estimated mean 

7 The simple mu ltip lica tion is suppo rted by the regression ana lysis o f the WTP. Please see Appendi x 13 for the discussion 
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WTP of the PVA Vessel members, their demand for 
the electronic chart systems will be on the lower end 
of the ENC products, which is not surprising since 
these chart users typically operate along coasts with 
a few routes . The cost-benefit comparison is reas
suring of the findings in this study. 

This CV study differs from other CV studies by (1) 
allowing the content of the good being valued (in this 
case the 'smart chart' system) to vary across survey 
respondents and (2) allowing the customisation of the 
non-market good to meet the needs of individuals. 
Methodologically, it wi ll be interesting to design a fol
low up survey to compare whether the WTP for the 
electronic chart system and chart information will be 
affected by not giving these flexibilities. 
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survey information. To derive the total benefits of 
hydrographic survey data , it is necessary to iden· 
t ify the key (if not all} user groups and sum up their 
values for the chart informat ion . The survey ques
tionnaire developed in this study can be modified 

Appendix A. Key Questions in the 
Survey 

to assess willingness to pay for electronic charts The new ENC (electronic navigational chart) tech-
by other users such as recreational boaters and nology enables us to develop a 'smart chart ' sys-
larger cargo shipping companies. The next steps tem that could incorporate input from a vessel's 
are to compile a database of users of the hydro- radar, DGPS receiver, echosounder, and an auto-
graphic survey data that details their operations mated identification system (vessel transponder) . 
and contact information, and examine the applica- Other inputs could include real-time tide and cur-
bility of the proposed valuation methodology to rent information, and automated chart corrections. 
other users of hydrographic survey data for pur- A vessel operator could view a screen display cus-
poses other than navigation. tomised with only the desired information such as 
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the tide-corrected depth of water and a safe-water 
contour. Quick displays of other information could 
be called up when prompted. The 'smart chart' 
system could be configured to alert automatically 
when navigation situations develop, such as 
decreased underkeel clearance, danger ahead, or 
unanticipated course deviations. The 'smart chart' 
system could also support highly accurate and 
detailed views of docks and piers to aid in docking 
or manoeuvring in reduced or restricted visibility 
conditions. 

A_17. If you were to design a 'smart chart ' sys
tem to suit your company's operating area, 
what functions AT THE MINIMUM would you 
want your 'smart chart ' system to have for 
your vessels? Please check all the following 
functions that you want for your 'smart 
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chart ' system but please keep in mind that 
in general the more functions, the more the 
system wi ll cost so please design a system 
that is practical for your business operation . 
(C IRCLE ALL THAT APPLY) 
1. Incorporate all the information on the 

current paper charts . 
2. Incorporate GPS and DGPS information . 
3 . Incorporate input from radar. 
4 . Incorporate information from echo

sounder. 
5. Identify other vessels nearby. 
6. Incorporate real-time tide , tide-corrected 

depth of water, and safe-water contour 
information. 

7. Incorporate an automatic alert system 
to warn navigation situations such as 
decreased underkeel cle arance and 
unanticipated course deviations . 

8 . Incorporate the abi lity to display detai led 
views of docks and piers to aid in dock
ing or maneuvering. 

9 . Incorporate an automatic update system 
to correct chart information . 

10.0ther-? Please Explain _____ _ 

A_18. How much would you be willing to pay PER 
VESSEL for this 'smart chart ' system that 
you design above for your vessels? (A one
t ime payment excluding the cost of a com
puter to run the system.) (CIRCLE TH E ONE 
BEST DESCRIBES) 
1. $ 0 
2. $ 1- $ 499 
3. $ 500 - $ 999 
4. $1,000 $1,499 
5. $1 ,500 $1,999 
6 . $2 ,000 $2,499 
7. $2,500 $2 ,999 
8. $3,000 $3,499 
9 . $3,500 and above. 

Appendix B . Regression Analysis and 
Results 

8.1 Variable Definition 
The dependent variab le in the regression analysis 
is WTP per vessel. The definition of variab les 
used in t he regress ion an alysis is given in Table 

Variable Name 
WTP 

Chart 

GPS 

Radar 

Echosounder 

VesseiiD 

Alert 

Tide Depth 

Docking Aid 

Auto Chart Update 

#Vessels 
Owner 
More Update 

Like Paper Chart 

Web Survey 

Use Radar 

Use Radio 

Depth Info Useful 

Definition (Data coding) 
Willingness to pay for the se lf-
designed 'Smart Chart ' system 
($ oer vessel) 
Incorporation of chart informa-
tion into 'Smart Chart' system 
(=1 if se lected, =0 if not: l 
Incorporation of GPS informa-
t ion into 'Smart Chart' system 
(=1 if se lected , =0 if notl 
Incorporation of Radar informa-
tion into 'Smart Chart' system 
(=1 if selected , =0 if notl 
Incorporat ion of Echosounder 
information into 'Smart Chart' 
system 
(=1 if se lected, =0 if not) 
Incorporation of vesse l identifi-
cation feature into 'Smart 
Chart' system 
(=1 if selected , =0 if not) 
Incorporation of automatic 
alert system to warn naviga-
tion situations into 'Smart 
Chart ' system 
(=1 if selected, =0 if not) 
Incorporation of real-time t ide 
depth information into 'Smart 
Chart' system 
(=1 if selected , =0 if not) 
Incorporation of docks and 
piers information into 'Smart 
Chart ' system 
(=1 if selected, =0 if not) 
Incorporation of auto chart 
update feature into 'Smart 
Chart' system 
(=1 if selected , =0 if notl 

I Number of vessels operated 
(=1 if owner, =0 if not) 
(=1 if believe safer navigat ion 
warranted by more frequent 
update of hydrographic survey 
data, =0 otherwise) 
(=1 if prefer paper chart, =0 
otherwise) 
(=1 if web survey, =0 if mail 
survevl 
(=5 if use radar all the time fo r 
navigation , =4 if use it fre-
quently, =3 if use it occasion-
ally, =2 if don't use, =1 if don 't 
have) 
(=5 if use marine VHF radio all 
t he time for navigation, =4 if 
use it frequent ly, =3 if use it 
occasionally, =2 if don 't use, 
=1 if don't have) 
(=3 if find water depth informa-
t ion on chart very useful , =2 if 
usefu l, =1 if not very useful ) 

B1. Tab le 81 : Definition of Variables in Regress ion Analysis 
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8.2 Estimation Results of Five Empirical Models 
Model specification can affect the estimation 
result s. It is customary to present mu lt iple esti
mated models to ensure the robustness of the 
resu lts . In this artic le, five estimated models are 
presented. Many other specifications have been 
attempted . The quali tat ive resu lts are similar. The 
numbers in Table 82 are the parameter (coeffi
cient) esti mates associated with the variables in 
the first co lumn of the tab le. The number in brack-

Modell Model 2 

INTERNATIONAL HYDROGRAPHIC REVIEW 

ets under each parameter estimate is the standard 
error that is used to determine whether the para
meter est imate is statistically significantly different 
from 0 . In general the absolute va lue of the ratio of 
parameter estimate to the standard error must be 
greater than 1.64 to warrant a statistica lly signifi
cant re lationsh ip between the dependent variable 
and the corresponding explanatory variab le. 

Of all the chart feature dummy variables, three of 

Model3 Model4 Model5 
Intercept 1141.13 2402 .22 * 2196 .62 * * * 1186.63 2411.77 ** 

(1308.29) (1401 .66) (484.95) (996 .91) (1072.91) 
Chart 702 .06 * 785 .70** 589 .33 * 668 .31 * 750 .62 ** 

(377.58) (360.91) (325.96) (328.01) (308.76) 
GPS -229 .32 -277 .51 

(334.42) (317.37 ) 
Radar 100.08 74.07 

(332 .17) (315 .52) 
Echosounder 545 .99 * 775.00* * 515.49 * 563.49** 763 .96 *** 

(28 5. 33) (295 .43) (256.22) (248.27) (247 .88) 
Vessel /0 1 -25 .74 11.61 

(335 .06) (318.56) 
Alert 53 .42 

I 
174.63 -15.75 106.41 160 .93 

(288 .61) (280 .95) (267 .46) (252.31) (237.09) 
Tide Depth -178. 19 14.87 

(294.51) (296 .70) 
Docking Aid 235 .89 -61 .23 

(339.45) (356 .74) 

I Auto Chart Update -755 .07 * -766.28** -532 .20 * -721.02** -761 .34** 
(381.94) (362.51) (295 .83) (306.38) (287 .00) 

1 #Vessels -24.09 17.07 -23 .55 -23.80 10.44 
(33 .08) (37 .90) (29.95) (27 .54) (29 . 72j _ 

Owner -911 .08 *** -763 .96*** -963 .99 * * * -899 .97 *** -769 .23*** 
(265.43) (263 .08) (249.48) (238.53) (230.12) 

More Update 920 .29 *** 846 .00 *** 799 .18*** 950 .80 *** 837.95 *** 
(308.19) (294.98) (274 .86) (268 .20) (255 .50) 

Like Paper Chart -757 .54 * * -587.4 7 -582 .22 ** -600 .04** -524 .36 * 
(363 .71) (356 .14) (278.37) (272 .30) (256.69) 

Web Survey -1497 .88 * * * -1459 .55*** -1264.41 *** -1619.49*** -1473 .98*** 
(341 .01) (324.22) (254.90) (261.06) (252 .11) 

Use Radar -269 .91 * -262.04 * -301.74** -265.29 ** 
_(137.00) (130.08) (115.36) (109.01) 

Us e Radio 539. 8 7 * 552 .80 * 510.96 * 523 .13** 
(319.81) (303.58) (254.51) (238 .03) 

Depth Info Useful -702 .83 * -679.18 ** 
(362.52) (294 .56) 

Number of Observations 42 42 44 42 42 
R2 0.7232 0 .7607 0.6096 0 .7095 0.7545 

** * =s1gn1f1cant at the .01 level, * *=significant at the .05 level, * =significant at the 0.1 level 

Table 82: Coefficient Estimates of the WTP Models 
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them show significant impact on WTP : Chart, 
Echosounder, and Auto Chart Update. On average 
the survey respondents are willing to pay for incor
porating the information of charts and echosounder 
into the 'smart chart ' system. The parameter esti
mate associated with the Auto Chart Update is neg
ative, which indicates that holding other things con
stant , the overall WTP for the 'smart chart' system 
is less if the auto chart update feature is included. 
It is counter intuitive, although it is possible that the 
survey respondents consider this feature as a given 

and do not want to pay for it. 

The parameter estimate associated with #Vessels 
is not statistica lly s ignificant, which implies that 
the per-vessel WTP is not affected by the number 

of vessels operated and the per-business WTP can 
be computed by multiplying the estimated per-ves
sel WTP with the number of vessels. In general the 
WTP is lower if the survey respondent is also the 

owner of the company and/ or prefers paper charts; 
the mail survey respondents are will ing to pay 
more than the web survey respondents. The WTP is 

graphic Center. I am in debt to Gerd Giang (NOAA 
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higher if a survey respondent would like more fre- Biography 
quent hydrographic surveys in their operating 

areas . The current use of other navigational tools 
(such as radar and VHF rad io) can affect WTP but 
the impact is not unanimously positive or negative . 
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